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    Rowland Thomas is one of the world’s leading luxury fashion brands, with 
a renowned reputation for creativity, innovation and craftsmanship. Our belts 
are found at some of the most exclusive golf clubs in the United States. These 
handmade luxury belts will elevate a casual chic look or add a dash of  per-
sonality to formal business attire and are guaranteed to catch the eye of fash-
ion-forward admirers. The buttery soft calfskin leather, imported from Italy, is 
embossed to replicate with realism the designs of crocodiles and alligators 
and are crafted here in America. The attention to details is unsurpassed. For 
the Serpent Collection, each scale is hand cut to replicate the lift of the scales 
when the strap is curled - just like of a snake. The classically designed buckles 
feature stainless steel hex screws similar to what you’d find on a fine luxury 
timepiece. The unique Precise-Fit ratcheting system allows you to adjust the 
belt in 1/4” increments and willl acommodate up to a 45” inch waist. We are 
redefining what a luxury belt should be: Going beyond the design, quality of 
material and craftsmanship, we now include comfort and functionality. 

ROWLAND THOMAS
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ROWLAND THOMAS

SERPENT BLACK/TAUPE

SERPENT BLACK/GREY

ITEM CODE: PCU7073

ITEM CODE: PCU7066

SERPENT COLLECTION
Full grain Italian calfskin leather with a special embossed cut to replicate snake scales. Available in 
Black/Grey or Black/Taupe. Width of strap 1 3/8. Buckle size 3 1/8 x 1 5/8. Cut to Fit to 45” pants size.

Note: Due to the unique leather pattern nearly every belt will have it ’s own characteristics.
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ROWLAND THOMAS

CHORDATA COLLECTION

CHORDATA BROWN

CHORDATA GREY

ITEM CODE: PCU7899

ITEM CODE: PCU7912

Full grain Italian calfskin embossed in a horn back crocodile print. Straps are available in brown and 
grey with each strap having contrasts of dark and light highlights with a flat and satin finish.

Width of strap 1 3/8. Buckle size 3 1/8 x 1 5/8. Cut to Fit to 45” pants size.
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ROWLAND THOMAS

HERRINGTON COLLECTION

HERRINGTON BROWN

HERRINGTON BLACK

ITEM CODE: PCU7097

ITEM CODE: PCU7110
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Full grain Italian calfskin embossed in a tan herringbone texture or black herringbone texture. 
Width of strap 1 3/8. Buckle size 3 1/8 x 1 5/8. Cut to Fit to 45” pants size.
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ROWLAND THOMAS

KAYIMAN COLLECTION

KAYIMAN BLACK/BLUE

KAYIMAN BROWN

ITEM CODE: PCU7103

ITEM CODE: PCU7080

Full grain Italian calfskin embossed in a brown crocodile print with dark moss highlights or black 
crocodile with blue highlights. Width of strap 1 3/8. Buckle size 3 1/8 x 1 5/8. Cut to Fit to 45” pants size.
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Luxury Belts Redefined

With impeccable craftsmanship, unmistakable Italian style and with 
a little American ingenuity, each belt strap is crafted here in the U.S.A.

www.rowlandthomas.com insidesales@nexbelt.com(909) 758-0079

 


